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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
DEVELOPMENT, TESTING, AND CERTIFICATION OF LIFE SCIENCES
ENGINEERING SOLAR COLLECTOR -FINAL REPORT
SUMMARY
The primary goal of the information contained in this report is to aid
those who desire to remain abreast of the present state-of-the-art of solar
energy, as well as those in the process of selec'ing a solar energy collector
subsystem for space and hot water heating of ;asidential size dwellings.
To meet this primary goal, the contractual efforts of Life Sciences
Engineering to further the development of a solar collector using air as a heat
transport medium are described.
Some highlights included are the orientation of the development as a
portion of the national program, contract goals, accompiishments, design and
application information, and actual test results.
Upon completion of the development phase, the following final certifica-
tion was obtained from an independent contractor:
The Solar 11, Air Flat Plate Collector, was tested for operational
performance and structural conformance to specifications directed
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The design
and structure of the collector are consistent with applicable national
standards. The Solar II Collector successfully passed all tests and
was evaluated as efficient and safe for public use.
1. INTRODUCTION
The work done under this development effort was authorized by the Solar
Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 (PL 93-409). The act provides
for the following:
1) Demonstration, within 3 years, of the practical use of solar heating
technology.
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2) Demonstration, within 5 years, of the practical use of combined
heating and cooling technology.
Responsibility for implementing the Demonstration Act was given to the
Energy Research and Development Administration (now the Department of
Energy) . The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George C.
Marshall. Space Flight Center (MSFC) managed this work.
To aid in accomplishing the goals previously listed, MSFC awarded
contracts in each of the following areas: 	 &,
Number	 Title	 PuPurpo_se
AP32-75-408	 Solar Heating and Cooling Procure marketable subsystems
Marketable Subsystems	 unique to solar heating and
cooling systems (multiple
contracts)
AP32-75-407	 Solar Heating and Cooling	 Procure development of existing
Existing Subsystems that	 solar heating and cooling sub-
Require Additional	 systems to make them marketable,
Development	 and delivery of the subsystems
( multiple contracts)
AP32-75-406	 Solar Heating and Cooling
Existing Systems that
Require Additional
Development
Procure development of existing
solar heating and cooling sys-
tems (including hot water systems)
to make them marketable, and
delivery of systems (multiple
contracts)
Procure (1) integration of
Government furnished subsystems,
test and delivery of marketable
prototype solar heating and
cooling systems; (2) development
of Site Data Collection subsystem
and Central Data Processing sub-
system; and (3) system analysis
support efforts (single contract)
AP32-75-405	 Solar Heating and Cooling
Systems Integration of
Marketable Subsystems
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AP32-75-404	 Solar Heating and Cooling 	 The complete design and develop--
Systems Design and	 ment of solar heating and com-
Development	 bind heating and cooling systems,
and the delivery of prototype
systems (two or more contracts)
The uork described iL this report was funded, after competitive bidding,
under AP32-75-407.
i i . CONTRACT SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
A. Pu rpose
The contract was for the additional development of an ead.sting air flat
plate collector subsystem for solar heating and/or hot water application for
efforts to make a marketable product, and for the procurement of a limited
quantity of the developed collectors.
B. Products
The wort: consisted of development and fabrication of a prototype air flat
plate collector panel containing 320 ft2 (ten 4 x 8 ft panels) of collector area.
Three (instrumented) panels were to be completely assembled with glazing and
insulation.
Delivery was to be October 1977, 1 year after contract award. In addition,
the contractor was to deliver the data handling equipment used in collector
development.
C. Product Requirements and Criteria
During the development of the collector, the contractor was required to:
1) Meet the applicable parts of the interim performance criteria as
defined in a verification plan.
2) Meet the subsystem performance specification, SEC-3058.
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3) Provide test data/analysis to verify that hardware meets the subsys-
tem performance specification.
4) Provide drawings and specifications Insufficient detail to define the
configuration and to ensure manufacturing repeatability.
5) Have provisions to monitor performance,
G) Provide installation, operation, and maintenance manual(s) .
7) Provide subsystem and/or component hardware certified by independent
laboratory (such as Underwriters Laboratory and American Gas Association) to
meet nationally recognized standards and codes (such as American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers; American Society of
Mechanical Engineers; Am.exIcan National Standards Institute; and American
Refrigeration Institute) .
D. Contractor Tasks
The contractor was to provide the necessary effort to meet the product
requirements and criteria set forth in Section ff. C of this report. In addition,
the contractor was to provide analysis results and reports necessary to fulfill
contract requirements.
111. PRO PO SAL
A. Response to Request for Proposal
The company was responsive to the RFP and was selected on a competi-
tive basis.
B. Origin of Design
The design was based on a. prototype collector developed for Mr, Ralph
Millman of Aurdra, Colorado, by Life Sciences Engineering.
g
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C. Development Schedules
Development schedules are .shown in Figure 1.
D. Hardware Description
The proposed design was for a double glaze air flat plate collector.
Three sizes were proposed: 4 x 10 ft, 4 x s ft, and 48 x 22 in. Figures 2, 3,
and 4 show details of the proposed construction.
E. Material Selection
Following is a list of materials with the rationale for their selection:
1) Inner Glazing
a) Materials and Selection Rationale — Glass to withstand tempera-
tures in excess of 250 0F.
b) Type and Identification -- Pittsburgh Plate Glass, double strength
(1/8 in. nominal), float.
C) Available Characteristics — Transmissivity: 0.94.
d) Durability/Performance Degradation —'mill survive temperatures
of 250°T.
e) Replacement Method — Remove the outer frame, remove and
replace glass.
f) Edge Treatment — Provide 1/8 in. expansion space and pressure
tape.
g) Physical Properties --•- Brittle; may crack if installed improperly.
2) Outer Glazing
a) Materials and Selection Rationale — Plastic film affords better
protection than the 1/8 in. glass; safer on ground level where children may
accidentally fall against outer glazing.
5
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Figure 1. Development plan.
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Figure 2. Solar H collector frame and detail Pt. No. CF 22 x 48 in.
(Life Sciences Engineering proposed solar collector) .
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Figure 3. Solar II collector frame and detail Pt. No. CF 4 x 10 ft
(Life Sciences Engineering proposed solar collector) .
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I,'igare 4. Solar II glazing frame, inner, detail Pt. Noe GF1 4 x 10 ft
(Life Sciences Engineering proposed solar collector)
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3ER PLATE
b) Type and Identification — Tedlar, DuPont 400 BG 20 TR.
C) Available Characteristics — Transmissivity: 0.92 to 0.94.
d) Durability/Performance Degradation — Withstand hail; may lose
half its strength in 10 years.
e) Replacement Method -- Remove outer frame, remove and replace
Tedlar. Allow to shrink in Sun.
f) Edge Treatment — Tedlar is bonded to frame with metallic
silicone GE 2564-51EP.
g) Physical Properties — Pliable film deforms over 225°F (per
manufacturer, s engineer) .
3) Absorptive Coating'
a) Materials and Selection Rationale — Flat black velvet paint for
economy.
b) Commercial Identification -- 3M "Tlextei°' velvet coating, series
101.
c) Available Characteristics — Absorptior : 0.98; IR emi.ttance: 0.89.
d) Application Procedure -- After etching, spray a single coat and
oven dry at 250'F.
e) Manufacturing Tolerance — Single coat of 0.002 to 0.003 in.
f) Durability and Performance Degradation — Expected life: 10 years.
g) Physical Properties — Velvet texture provides good absorption.
4) Absorber Plate and Base Plate
a) Selection Rationale --- Aluminum 0.025 in. thick for durability
and conductance.
b) Fabrication Procedures/Process -- Riveted to frame.
1. The final selection of the absorptive coating will depend on the results of the
test program.
10
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c) Physical Properties and Dimensions -- Three sizes: 4 x 8 ft,
4 x 10 ft, and 22 x 48 in., all 0.025 in. thick.
d) Thermal Properties — Selected for high conductance.
e) Manufacturing Tolerances — Length and width; +0, -1/32,
respectively.
5) Insulation — insulation is not provided. Life Sciences Engineering
will supply a list of recommended insulation materials that will not outgas or
contaminate the air. The builder or subcontractor will supply a minimum of
2 in. between the rafters and under the collector subsystem. The thermal
expansion spacers will be recommended (e.g., masonite and celotex) . The
width of these thermal expansion/insulation spacers depends on the accuracy
of the builder in setting the rafters.
6) Enclosure — Aluminum Frame
a) Materials and Selection Rationale — Aluminum angle for lightweight
strength and long life.
b) Type and Commercial Identification — 2025T6, nontapered
aluminum.
c) Thermal Properties — High conductance.
d) Fabrication Process — Riveted with corner braces for prototype
and test models. An investigation is planned to evaluate the use of aluminum
soldering techniques for fabrication of the deliverable system.
F. Collector Performance Predictions
The final contract performance specification is included as Appendix A.
This represents some change from that initially proposed. This small change
represents some maturation of design and includes the results of one erroneous
calculation made during the precontract period.
G. Test Facilities
At the time of proposal submission, the company had in place a test stand
capable of simultaneously testing three solar collectors. Each position contained
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an engineering model collector with adjustable plenum and a flow control damper.
A 1500 fe house was used to provide a load when needed. Performance monitor-
ing was by the utilization of manual measuring techniques.
IV. DEVELOPMENT
A. Development Objective
The company had developed the collector to a state where it was usable,
but was not ready for a fall. marketing effort. The objectives of the development
were as follows:
1) Determine the optimum plenum spacing for a maiamum hot air outlet
temperature of 140°F.
2) Determine the most efficient absorber coatings to obtain maximum
performance.
3) Determine the optimum flow rates for the collector.
4) Determine the optimum number of glazings for conservation of heat.
5) Determine the capability of the collector materials and coatings to
survive worse case conditions (stagnation of air flow due to an imperative
blower or a power failure) .
G) Verify that the performance of the developed collector equaled or
exceeded applicable contract requirements.
7) Obtain certification by an independent agency that the collector was
ready for use by the public.
8) Improve test facility to provide more accurate measurements and to
permit automatic data acquisition.
B. Development Events and Results
1. Introduction. The development was successful in that all requirements
and criteria were met and a marketable product evolved. The following para-
graphs give a brief description of work in the several development areas.
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2. Schedules. The developmert was accomplished with only minor
deviations in tinting of events within the overall schedule. Hardware shipment
was completed fi days later than scheduled.
3. Development Results. Seven 4 x 8 ft collectors without insulation
and three of the same size collectors with insulation and special temperature
monitoring probes were delivered, a total of 320 fO. The final configuration
is shown in Figure 5.
4. Details of Design Development.
a. Performance — The engineering units were used to measure
performance throughout the development period. The original design was for a
collector 10 ft in length. Based on this, a goal of 50°F temperature rise in the
collector performance predictions was made and the initial specification was
written.
b. Plenum Spacing — Performance calculations or tests were made
for plenum spacings of 1, 5/8, 1/2, and 3/5 in. From the performance curves
plotted from these calculations, an optimum plenum spacing of 1/2 in. was
selected.
c. Absorber Coating Selection — The coating originally proposed
was for "Nextel," a flat black paint manufactured by 3M Company. At the
beginning of development a different type of paint, "Solarsorb," manufactured
by Caldwell Chemical Coating Company, appeared to be promising. This type
offered the advantage of having some selectivity (a/c >1) and was low cost.
Comparative performance tests by Life Sciences Engineering indicated a slightly
improved performance with the Solarsorb coating. The Solarsorb coating proved
to be difficult to apply; careful coating thickness control was required. In
addition, some trouble was experienced with aluminum panel preparation. The
Solarsorb paint peeled badly during; high temperature stagnation testing, possibly
due to inadequate preparation. Also a report was received from the vendor that
the paint would peel at temperatures of -20°F or below. The problems pre-
viously listed, combined with only modest performance improvement, led to a
decision to use the "Nexi:el" paint as an absorber coating.
Black chrome was considered as an absorber coating, but was not deemed
cost effective for the modest (140°F) temperature requirements of this collector
design.
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Figure 5. Life Sciences Engineering final collector configuration,
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d. Flow Rate Determination — Using a criterion of a temperature
rise in a single collector of -50 0 F, collector performance with flow rates of
60, 120, and 240 ft 3 /min was calculated. From these calculations, a nominal
flow rate of 120 ft/min was selected. Performance tends to fall more rapidly
at rates less than 120 ft/min and very rapidly at rates <60 ft/min. The per-
formance tends to be asymptotic at rates >240 ft/min.
e. Number and Types of Glazings --- Two glazings were selected at
the beginning of the development. "Tedlar" was selected as the outer glazing
to make the collector lighter and to protect the inner glazing of glass.
Glass stress calculations using standard wind loads and safety factors
led to selection of 5/32 in. thick tempered glass. For additional safety and
ease of installation, two panels each 4 x 4 ft were used.
Later performance considerations led to selection of 5/32 in. thick
"Sunadex" high transmissivity glass manufactured by ASG Industries. Compara-
tive testing confirmed the correctness of this selection.
f. Other Development Items.
(1) Back Panel Paint — The back side of the absorber panel was
painted, as an experiment, to improve heat transfer. There was no measurable
improvement in performance.
(2) Thermal Expansion and Buckling -- There was an initial
problem with absorber plate buckling. Tests and analysis resulted in the use of
oval-shaped holes for rivets holding; the panel in place. During riveting,
temporary shims were placed between the plate and structure to allow plate
movement after riveting.
(3) Weld Versus Solder — initial plans were to use solder to
assemble the aluminum frame. Comments regarding the difficulty of process
control problems were made during design reviews. This caused the contractor
to change to the use of welding.
g. Instrumentation Development.
(1) Book Gauge -- As a means of calibrating other air flow
measuring devices, a special instrument was procured to measure very small
amounts of differential pressure between closely spaced ports in the air conduit.
This device called "Micro Tector Electronic Hook Gauge with Kiel Probes" is a
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laboratory type instrument requiring time consuming setup and warmup proce-
dures. The device was self-calibrated by comparing readings of ports in the
center and midway from the sides of the air conductor and by comparing it with
other flow measuring devices.
(2) Thomas Meter -- Due to the unusually low air flow rate and
the requirement for being compatible with automatic data recording, a special
tyTe of flowmeter was constructed. The device, originated by Mr. C. C. Thomas
in the early part of the century, utilizes the temperature rise caused by a known
amount of heat applied at the measuring point to determine air flow.
(3) Automatic Data Recording -- The Thomas Meter, blower fan
speed indicator, solar insolation measuring devices, weather monitors, as well
as various temperature measuring devices were connected to a Doric Scientific
Digitrend automatic data recorder to record information from various tests.
C. Design Reviews
Design review's were held at four stages of design. The review titles
(self-explanatory) and dates were as follows:
Title
	
Date
Preliminary Design Review	 January 19, 1977
Prototype Design Review	 June 7, 1977
First Article Review	 October 0, 1977
Acceptance Review of Three Collectors 	 October 6, 1977
40,11*'
Acceptance Review of Seven Collectors 	 November 4, 1977
At each review, questions and comments about the design were recorded
on a standard NISFC Form No. 497, "Review Item Discrepancy" (rtlD). The
contractor piovides a response to each RID. Four RID's were written by NASA
against the proliminar.y design, thirteen against the prototype design, and four
( none involving; hardware design) against the final design as represented by the
first ( production) article. Copies of all RID's and responses are included as
Appendix B.
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D. Verification (Qualification) and Certification
1. Verification. Verification was made against the criteria established
in the performance specification winch, in turn, is based on applicable require-
ments of the interim performance criteria. The following four methods of per-
formance verification were used;
a) By similarity to another item which has been qualified.
b) By analysis of worst--case exposure conditions and of maximum safe
permissible exposure with a comparison of the two.
c) By inspection to insure that dimensions and assembly methods were
correct.
d) By test.
Sixty--five items or facets of performance were verified.
2. Certification. The contract required that the collector be certified by
an independent test laboratory. initial correspondence (November 1976) with
several national organizations indicated that they were not yet ready to provide
the certification service. Therefore, arrangements were made with a local
registered professional engineer to monitor the company's efforts, to be
responsible that performance was as claimed, and to certify that the item was
ready for use by the general public.
A combined verification and certification is included as Appendix C.
Thermal performance test results with a comparison to requirements is
shown in Figure 6.
3. MSFC Test Facility Results. One of the collectors was subjected
to thermal performance tests at the indoor test facility at MSFC in Huntsville,
Alabama. The test report from MFC is being published separately ( see
Section V) .
17
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V. OTHER AVAILABLE INFORMATION
The following is a list of contractor reports which can be obtained from
the Department of Energy, Technical Information Center, P.U. Box 62, Oak
Ridge, TN 37830. Telephone Number (615) 483-8611, Extension 34672.
Title	 Document Number
Life Sciences Engineering System
Design Package
	
DOE/NASA CR--150611
Life Sciences Engineering Installation
Package
	
DOE/NASA CR-150536
Life Sciences Engineering Quarterly
Reports (Collation)	 DOE/NASA CR-150519
Life Sciences Engineering Preliminary
Design Package
	
DOE/NASA CR-150601
Wyle Test Report 	 DOE/NASA CR-150665
V 1. CON CLU S I ON
It is apparent that the primary goal of the contract was attained. The
solar collector was brought from a prototype stage to marketable maturity, and
all tasks and efforts were met within negotiated costs and schedules.
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jAPPENDIX A
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
SPEC NO. SH C-3058
FINAL ISSUE
REVISION 1
Dated 11/30/76
CCBD 301-76-0057
REVISION 2
Dated 5/24/77
CCBD 301-77-0144
REVISION 3
Dated 12/6/77
CCBD 301-77-0241
REVISION 4
Dated 12/20/77
REVISION 5
Dated 5/1178
f1
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SHC-3058
Revision 4
12/20/77
SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE IDENTIFICATION
1. Introduction
This Performance Specification establishes the requirements for the
design and performance of the Solar II Collector Subsystem for use
in solar heating only of single family residences and mobile homes.
It designates the Interim Performance Criteria applicable to this
subsystem and defines the deviations. This appendix specifies the.
performance of the collector subsystem and the installation drawings.
2. Applicable Documentation
2. 1 Government Documents
luterun Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined Heating/
Cooling Systems and Dwellings, Jan. 1, 1975. U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
2.2 Contractor Documents
SHC-3070, Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual, 9/15/77.
SHC-3094, Design Data Brochure, 9/10/77. 	 i
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SHC-3058
Revision 4
12/20/77
3. Application of Interim performance Criteria by Type of Subsystem
The Interim Performance Criteria in Table I are applicable.
4. Deviations from Interim Performance Criteria
Norse
5. Government Furnished _Property
Norse
b. Government Directed Requirements
Government directed requirements have been incorporated into this
specification.
7. Subsystem Appendices
None
$. i'la rxanty {Limited}
The Solar II Collector is warranted for 1 year from time of delivery.
This warranty covers manufacturing ciaftsmanship and normal
environment conditions. It does not cover installation mishandling
e
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SHC-3058
Revision 1+
12/20/77
or willful damage. If the collector was purchased without glass
from the factory, the local distributor/subcontractor shall warrant
the glass for breakage and leakage for 1 year. In the event of a
failure, a replacement component will be supplied for the failed
component.
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fPECItICAT ION Nn
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TABLE 1	 naTt	 12/6/77
RESIDENTIA L SUBSYSTEMS, IN LRI+,1t,RcRF0R?r1,ANCE CRIUM A SUr:.MARY
S I^f E T,3„O f ,^
SUBS YSTE$AAPPLIC4T1904	 TYPE SYSTFMS
A- AFFLICAILE TO TYPE SYSTEMS INDICATED
	
H- HEATING
NA- NOT A"PLICAR LE	 RC-- HEATING AND conLiluG
M - HOT WATER
RESIDENTIAL INTERIM TVF1iYSI
zL)idENTIA. L INTERIM SYST NISKRIORkMANCE CRITERIA PERjMIMANCE CRITERIA
H H£ Hw H I	 HC HWPAMAGRA
P H % ARAG+RAPH
1.1	 H and HC NA NA NA 1.3.1	 Collector Efficiency A A A
Performance
1.1.1 Hosting Design NA NA NA 1.4	 Thermal Storage NA NA NA
Temperatures
1.4.1	 Storage Capacity NA NA NA
1.1.2 Cooling Design NA NA NA
Temperatures 1.5	 Habitability of NA NA NA
occupied Spaces
1.1.3 Relative Humid- NA NA NA
ity and Water Vapor 1.5.1	 Heat or Humidity NA NA NA-
P:sssure Transfer Effects
1.1.4 Solar NA NA NA 1.6	 Energy Transport NA NA . NA
Contribution Efficiency
1.1.5 Operation NA NA NA 1.6.1	 Thermal Losses NA NA NA
Impairment and Electrical Power
1.2	 HW System/Sub- NA NA NA T.'7	 Control NA NA NA
syatem Performance
1.7.1
	
Inistallation and NA NA NA
1.2.1 Water Design NA NA NA Maintenance
Temperature
1.7.2	 Manual Adjustment NA NA NA
1.2.2 Storage Design NA NA NA
Csgacity 1.7.3	 Inhabited Space NA NA NA
Temperature
I. Z. 3 Solar NA NA NA
Contribution 1.7.4	 Hot Water Temper- NA NA NA
ature
I. Z. 4 Operational NA NA [CFAImpairment 1. B	 Auxiliary Energy NA NA NA
1.3
	 Collector A A A 1. Et.1	 Deign Loads NA. NA NA
Performance
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RESIDENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS. INFER IM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUh li ,,ARY
SItEET^OF^
S41fi5Y5TETrt AtPLI['hTIOM	 TYPE SYST E µS
A - AFFLICABLI TO TYPE SYST EMS INDICATE	 H . HEA:TiNG
.aMIGINAL A^z IS
INA- 1NO T A"I'LICANLE	
ng
	
_QqT
	 TX	 EiC- HIATIHC AND 0 1MI NG
I	 4^	 IRV - 1401 WAY  R
	
RESIDENTIAL INTERIM	 SYSTEMS	 IRESIDENTIAL TNT[Rim 	 SYSTEMS
	
CRITERIA
	 PERFORMANCE CR I TE RIA
PARAGRAPH	 H	 HC	 H'A'	 PARAGRAPH	 ^	 HC 
Z.1
	
System Design A A A Z. 3.1
	
Pressure Tent: NA NA NA
Conditions Nonpotablc Fluids
Z. 1.1 Equipment
Capabilities
A A A Pressure Test: NA NA NA
Potable Water
Z.1.2 Noise or A A A 2.3.3	 Air Transport A A AEroNion - Corrosion 5yauTxa$
2.1.3 operating A A A
Conditions Z. 4	 Collector Adjust- NA NA NAment
Z.1. # Fluid Flow in A A A Z.. 4.l	 Orientation and Tile NA NA NA
Z. 3 .2	 Mutual Shadowing A A A
2.1.5 Entrapped Air NA NA NA
2.5	 Subsystem Isolation NA NA NA
2.1.6 Thermal Expan- NA NA NA 2 . 5.1
	
Shutdown in Mubi- NA NA NAlion of Fluids family Housing
2.1.7 Pre s sure Drops A A A
2.1.8 Condensate 1, A A NA Z. b	 Heat Transfer Fluid
.
A A A 
Removal ' Quality
Z. Z	 Mechanical A A A Z. 6.1	 Liquid Quality NA NA NA
Stresses 2.6.2	 Air Quality	 . A A A
2.2.1 Vibration A A A 2, 6. 3	 fluid Quality NA NA NAStress Levels
2.2. Z Vibration from A A A 2.6.4	 Freezing . Protection NA NA NA
Moving 'Parts 2.7
	
Piping Supports NA N.A NA
2. Z. 3 Water Hammer NA NA NA Z. 7.3	 Applicahle Plumbing NA NA NAStanda c[is
2. 2.4 Vacuum Relief NA NA NA Z. H	 Excessive Pressure NA NA NAProtection and Temperature Protection
2. Z. 5 Thcrmi.l Changcr A A A Z. 8.1	 RClirf Yalve n and NA IAA NA
2.2. 6 Flexible Joints NA NA NA Yenta
2.3	 Leakage Pre- A A A 3.1	 Structural Design A A A
vention :laRia
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 Rr E S? DENT IAL SUBSYSIP-1S. INTER JjYi PERiQR'1ANCE 	 l;i
cl^fE T ^_GI 1
SUBSYS T E M APPtI ,_4TIn ,4	 IYPE SVS T ( sS
A - A"tICABL4 TO TYPE SYSt(Mi IF.OICATtO
	
M - !*EATING
%A - NOT A^?I,1CASL9
	
11[ - 64FATING ANO 1 t nNING
HM .- $40 1 lY A t 1 w
RES 1 01 04TIAL I001'(011µ
TYPE 111%,WNTIAt INTrow ^Yr(
PEAlo11M A 001 ( CRITERIA S.SIEMS P1A1(',IUA'vCr CRIItRIA SYSTtMS
14 MC MR M tic TIM'PARAGRAPH ^	 PARAGHAPH
1.1.1 Applicable Stan-	 A A A 3.8.1	 Foundation 11 A NA NA
darda	 ' Settlement
^
3.1.2 Service Loads	 A A A 3.9	 Ponding Condition. A A A
3.2	 Failure Loads	 A A A 3. 9.1	 Design Provision+ A A A
and Load Capacity 4.1
	
Plumbing and NA NA NA
3.2.1 Ultimate Load	 N. NA NA Electrical Installation i
Combinations 4.1.1
	
Plumbing Codes NA NA NA PI
3. 2.2 Ice ;Aads	 NA NA NA 4. 1.Z	 F.it:ctrical Codes NA NA NA
3.2.3 Vehicular Load* 	 NA NA NA 4.2	 Fail.-Sale Controls NA I N cq NA
3.2.4 Load Capacity	 NA NA NA 4. 2.l
	
Systrm Failure NA I IAA NA
3.3	 Damage Control	 A A A Prevention
3.3.1 Resistance to NA NA NA 4.2 .2 	 Automatic PressureZ. 2 NA NADamage
I
Relief Valves
3.3.2 Glazing Design	 A A A 4.3	 Fire Safety A A A
3.4	 Cyclic Loads	 NA %A tiA 4. 3.1	 Applicablc Ft-e A A A
Standards
3.4.1 Deflection	 NA N-A NA
Limitations 4.3.2	 Penetration• through NA NA NA
Fire R.:ted Assemblies I
3.9
	 Cutting of	 NA NA NA f
Structural Elements 4.4	 Toxic NA I NA NA
4.4.1	 Provisions of Catch NA NA NA3. S.1 Design Provietonsl NA NA NA
I
(B asing
3.6
	 Creep and	 NA NA NA
Residual Deflection 9.4.1	 Detection of Toxic NA NA NA
and Flammable_ Fluids
3.6.1 Deflection
	
N NA NA
Limitations 4.5	 Safety NA NA NAI
3.7
	 Hail Resistance
	
A A A 4. 5.1	 Errorgcrncy ERrcas NA NA NA
and Accet,
3.7.1 Hail Size and	 A A A
Loading I 4. 5.2	 Ide Itification and N A NA NA
3. 8 	 Constraint	 NA ! NA `f^l Loc.w..on of ControlsLoa II{
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RESIDE	 I IAA SU6JYSIEMS,	 I N 7ER Ih1 PEKR rOnNWN'CE CH I_1ik I  ^i,^l, :': ;{Icl
u1[ [ i	 tt nr -L
SUr%t%'ST[M APP! ICATIr1N
	 tyro S++iTtm%
A. ArrtICABL I TO T y ►[ SYST ( M% INOICAT[O	 14- HtATING
WA - NOT A"PLI rARLt	 NC _
 
IIFATING ANO WOLINC
Nor • 1101 WA 1[ N
ntil(IFNrlAL IIVTr-M Tv^t Alilpt NY lA l IAIT F 111 IVP1
PlRin4MANL[ 1 H11rf11A SYSI[ ►Q NI f1Pf 1 1MANfe ('.R11(RIA SY%If MS
H _	 t^MY H NC /IN'PAAAtiRAPH PA It A 1.11/1 PH
4.6
	
Protection of Pot A A A 5.2.3	 Thermal Cycling, A A A
Able Witter It CirculU rt Stresses
Air
4. 6,1 Conlamini+ lion N NA NA
5.2.4
	
Leakage NA NA NA
by Materials 5.Z.S	 Deterioration of A A A
Gan kcis Rnd Sealants4. 6.ZSeparatinn NA NA NA
,%( Circulation l.aops 5.2.6	 TrwnAmif+lAinn Loss- A A A
cs Due to Outg assing
4, h. 3 Backtlnw N NA NA
Prevention 5.3	 Chcrntcal Campati- A A A
bility of Components4. 6.4 Growth of Funill A A A
5.3.1	 Material./Transfer NA NA NA4.7
	
Excessive Sur- A A A Fluid Compatibility
fat r Ternperatures
4. 7.1 Protection from A A A S.3.2.	 Corrosion of Dis- A A A
liwated Components elrnilar Materials
S.1
	
Fffcets of Cx- A A A S. 1.3	 Cnrrosion by Leach- NA NA
ternal Environment ahk- S+tbslance
NAI
5.1.1 SolAr Dcgr;%da- A A A 5.3.4	 Effvcts of D rrom- A A A	 +
tiun position Prnducts
S.1.2 Soil Corrosion NA NA NA 5.4	 Cornpnnctnts Invol y - NA NA NA
5.1.3 Airborne A A A ing Moving Parts
%Llutants S. 4.1
	
Wear and Fatigue NA NA NA
5.1.4 Dirt Retention A A A 6 . 1	 Accessibility fnr A A Aon Cover Plate Surface Maintrnancc
5.1.5 Abrasive Wear A A A 6.1 . 1	 Accrws for System A A A
5.1. 6 Fluttering by A A A Maintenance
W Ind 6.1.2	 ArCCKO for System A A A
S.2
	 Temperature A. A A A Monitoring
Pressure Resistance
6 •I. 3	 Ilrair:ing and Filling NA NA IN AS.2.1 Thermal Dr- A A A
gradation clf l.igmds
5.2.ZDctcrioraHon	 I ,:1 NA NA 6.1 - 't	 f• i*.+hing a+ f 	 I	 iquide NA NA
NA
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REVISION --
RATE	 10/1fZ6
RESIDE'4TIAL SUBSYSTEMS,	 INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUMV.IARY
'	 S11lET^OF^
SLASYSTEMAPPLICATIOti	 TYPE SYSTEMS
A- AMICABLE TO TYPE SYSTEMS INDICATED
	
H- HEATING
NA - NOT A'PLICAEILE	 HC - HEATING AND COOLING
HEM- MOl WATEN
RESIDENTIAL INIFRIM SYSTEMS RESIDiNTIAL INTERIM SYSTEM$
►ERiORMANC! CRIIERIA PERFOAMANCE CRIIEAIA
H HC WA H HC HWPARAGRAP9
PAR AGA APH
6.1.3	 Filters •	 A i 7.2.2	 Storage Area NA NA NA
6.1. 6	 Potable Water NA NA NA 7. Z. 3	 Utility Chases NA NA NA
Shutoff 7. 3
	
Functioning of N.\ NA NA
6.Z
	
installation, A A A Dwelling Site
Operation and Mainte-
nance Manual 7. 3.1	 Space Use NA NA NA
6. 2. 1	 Installation A A A 7 . 3. 2	 Shading of Adjacent NA NA NA
Instructions' Structures
6.2.2	 Maintenance A A A 7. 3. 3	 Irnpace of Environ- NA NA NA
and Operation In- ment
structione
7.3.4
	
View NA NA NA
6.2.3
	
Maintenance A A A
Plan 8.1	 Interference with NA NA NA
6, 2. 4	 Replacement A A A Mechanical Operation
Parts 8. 1. 1	 Blockage of Solar NA NA NA
6. 3
	
Repair and A A A Subsystem
Service Personnel 8.1.2	 Shading of Collecto NA NA NA
6. 3.1	 Maintenance A A A
of 1-I and HC Systerne 8.1.3	 Sensor Location NA NA NA
6. 3.2	 Maintenance A A A
8.2	 Mechanical & NA NA NA
of Di3l1ti System Electrical Functioning of
7.1
	 Design NA NA N Dwelling and Site
7.;.1	 Dwelling NA NA N & Z. 1	 Exhaust and NA NA NADesign Venting
7.1.2	 Mobile Home NA NA N
Design 8.2.1	 Utilities NA NA NA
7.1.3
	
Site Design NA NA N'N 8. 3	 Mechanical & NA NA NA
Electrical Functtoning of
7.1.4
	 Passive Uae NA NA N Conncctlon4
of Solar Energy
7.2
	 Adequate Spac NA NA NA 8.3.1	 Plumbing NA NA
N.
NA
Connections
7.2.1
	 Collector Are. NA I	 N
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	AM01114ITIAL INTCFIIM	 I	 _ Type
	
PgIMF0NMAN[[ i.µ17( MIA	 I	 SrS([M
PARAGRAPH	 H	 NC
R. 3, 2	 Eler.tricAl NA NA
Connections
I 9.1	 Structural NA NA
'Integrity
9, 1, 1	 Movementla In NA NA
Adjacrnt Structures
9.2	 Structural NA NA
Integrity of Dwelling
9.2.1	 Loads NA NA
9.2. 2	 Penetration of NA t NA
t	 ctur^i2 Mcmbe su 5tructurai	 I NA t NA
Connections
9.3.1 Structural	 I NA
Connections
9. 3. 2 Brittle Sub- NA
system
9. 3. 3 Strength and NA
Stiffness
10.1 Safety of NA
Dwelling and Site
10.1.1 Fire NA
10,1.2 Accidents NA
11.1 Durability NA
11.1.1 Vegetation NA
11.2 Durability and NA
Reliability of Dwelling
and Site
11.2.1 Chemical A
NA
N A'
NA
NA
NA
A I
NA
NA
NA
NA
WW-001 WAT(N
R[tIUENTIAt.INT(IIIA{	 7yet
S	 pTRFOAMANfC CHIIiRIA
	
SVST(PAS
HNI	 PARAGA APH	 M	 MC.	 IM'
N	 )l. Z. 2	 He at and Moisture	 --T
11. Z. 3
	
Exterior Penetration RNA	 NA	 NA
Nn
11. 3
	
Durability and	 NA	 NA	 NA
Reliability of Connertions
NA H. 3.1
	
MAtcriai Cornpati- 	 NA	 NA	 NA
NA	 bii
ity
12. 1 	 Maintainability of	 NA	 NA	 NA
NA
	H, HIC, HW Systems
NA	 12.1.1	 Accessibility	 NA	 NA	 NA
N	 12. 1. Z	 Misusc	 NA	 NA	 NA
12. 1, 3	 Permanent	 NA	 NA	 NA
NA	 Maintainance Accespories
12.2	 Maintain. ► hility	 NA	 NA	 NA
NA	 of Dwelling and Site
12.2.1	 Accessibility	 NA	 NA	 NA
N
12:2.2	 Ice Dams	 HA	 NA	 NA
NA	 12.3
	
Connections	 NA	 NA	 NA
12.3.1	 Accessibility	 NA	 NA	 NA
NA	 13.1
	
Visual Charact-	 NA	 NA	 NA
cristies of Dwelling and SitN
13.1.1	 Dwelling	 NA	 NA	 NA
N ,
NA	 13.1.2	 Neighborhood	 NA	 NA	 NA
N.
A
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SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
APPENDIX A
Spec No. SHC - 3058
Revision R- 5
Date 6-1-78
A SUBSYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
This specification defines the performance and installation drawings for
the Solar II Collector Subsystem, Life-Sciences Engineering Subsystem
Model Number SC4X8.
A-1 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SHEETS (When installed in accordance with
the Installation Manual. )
Total Heating Capacity
The total heating capacity for a 96 square feet collector in 3 panels of the
collector subsystem shall be no less than 14400 BTU/Hr under the following
Conditions (a) Air entering at a temperature of 70 O F dry bulb, 50% RH0(b) Air exit temperature of 1201 F dry bulb. (c) Flow rate 350 CFM when
measured at in b. (d) Clear day conditions at sun position as of December
21 at solar noon.
Exposed heated panel-(baseboard or ceiling) temperature shall not exceed
1200F.
Solar Collector
The Solar Collector will collect a minimum of 795 BTU/ft 2 /day of energy
at an outlet fluid temperature equal to or greater than 172 d F into storage
where 140 OF air in-flow from storage to the collector for ttie following
conditions:
Tilt Angle 600
	Azimuth Angle 187-1/20
Ambient Temperature
	 400F (outside)
Wind Velocity	 440 Ft/Min
Date	 12/21/75
Noon Solar Flux Normal to the Collector Surface
Longitude and Latitude
	
105W, 39. 5oN
300 BTU/Hr/Ft2
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Collector Stagnation Teats
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Coll,-	 for stagnation test:; should have- openings closed (no', stacked flow)
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In a staFnatien condition with just stack flow 	 (convection flow).
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Design Brochure
CrE5Cd1PTION:
Stu tement, "one half of the F t 2 •of the house will srxve 75% of the fuel costs.	 ^+5
This is not the optimum condition economically and it is felt that a statement saying
that collector sizing should be individually based on local economics (fuel costs, etc.)
Climatic conditions and house heat loads and usually runs between 1/3 to 1/Z the
house square fcota-e.
—: FEi ENC€:
Design 1rochure under Typical Installation Arrangements
: C:I.UStUU I .
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The colivctor would be better to be assembled with the glass to assure a weather
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proof unit. This function is better performed in a regular assembly area, not in the field. The
savings in shipping %vould be offset by assembly. Manufacturer must warrant the service of
the ;nit which ,rrould be extremely risky for a field assembled unit.
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INPRC,)UC'PIL;N
This document constitutes the certification of the Life Sciences
Engineeripg Air Flat Plate Collector, SC4X8. Fach major element
of the certification plan Is delineated, together with test pro-
cedures, test results, comments and approval signatures. A separ-
ate section is provided for each of the major elements keyed to
the pertinent paragraph of the Certification Plan. Each section
has a signature block to indicate approval status of the section.
Upon satisfactory completion of the Certification Test, the Cer -
tification Agency will affirm the following certification.
CERlIFICATIOdd S£A'rru^^c;i^'£
The Solar II, Air Flat Plate Collector, was tested for oper-
ational performance and structrual conformance to specifica-
tions directed by the Satlonal Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. The design and structure of the collector are
consistant with applicable national standards. the Solar II
Ccllector successfully passed all tests and was evaluated
as efficient and safe for public use. 	
^e -
Professional Engineer
Certification Agency
7006
';^l••:;crN[(n1,.•'O^^'`
	
Test Engineer
^",lE Qf Ca^^^P\` 	 Life Sciences r;nglneering
eat(rector	 J-
Life Scienc	 Rngineering
.g. ,*;s ISTEgt• . • rhitectural :.ngineer
±^;:•	 °'	 allatlon i)rawings
^'^^^ 109$9 Dastallation, Operations,Q ^*Intenance Manua! Sections
yl'^S^or•,.l EMS , ^Q^:o•
Fri ,1."1,01•',,\
I
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1.3 COLL:CT(.H 11L.z ORA&NC:	 QF
Ferfornance test dates nnxll be provided for three
specific test conditions.
1. Normal operat ).nE conditiona, nominal Input
air temperature 700F.
2. Normal operating conditions, nominal Input
air temperature 1400F.
3. stagnation test - input and output ducts
blocked.
1.34 TZJT DATA
Test Data shall consist of data leEEer printouts
togathar with an idantlfi.catlon llstinE of each measurement
logEed. This data shall include primary air flow tnrough
collector as determined by a Thomas flow 4etar; collector
air input tenparature as measurad by copper-constantan
thermocouples (3) located no clo4ar than 5 i:,chas from the
collector plenum chamber inlet in the direction of primary
air flow; collector air outlet t.=mperatura as aaasured by
copper-constantan thermocouples (3) lonated no closer than
18 Inchas from the collector plenum ct—mbar outlet in the
direction of primary air flow; collector absorber plate
temperatures as measured by copper-constantan thermocouples
cemented to the back-surface of the absorber plate at points
indicated in FiEure 1; solar radiation as measured by an
Eppley spectral Fyranometer; ambient wet and dry bulb tempera-
turas as measured by copper-constantan tharmocouplas; relative
humidity by calculation; collector efficiency by calculation,
and tilde.
1.3.1 COLLLCTOH i FICIF"NCY
Collector efficiency shall be evaluated from the
operational test data collautad under 1.3a.
BTU output
BTU Input
Aaas Flow of AIr ` ^ eci.fiC Heat Air) ( 0,	 t	 T^3l^t )
Insulation in BTU ft Co U 	 aactor rea
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Ni	 4	 +
I
Figure I. Absorber Plate Tharmocouple Location
Review of Ite^p e 1.3 through 10.1 auccessfully completed,
 
.SG
.^a - 3t aag aaar
za	 C ® ^D(
L .,pproval.
CertiflcatLon Officer approval
f
iA Approv
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2.1
	 zY-T_4 D6aIGN CONDITION3
The collector shall be operated and tested at nominal
daeign teaY praturaa and flow rates in accordance with the
following paragraphss
2.1.1 ZCJIF:^.NT CAP AZ- ILITIL-3	 j
1	 The Life .^clencea Engineering Tait Facility includes
the teat equinmant listed above in paragraph 1.3a, and in
addition, a 100 channel data logEar capable of deriving
thermal data from 4TD's, as well as thermocouples. This
data loEEar is provided with a line printer to record all
data in a sequential and repetitive mode. The test facility
itaelf consists of two ;ully,loitrumantad test calls japable
Of teatinE either one 4 x 6 Collector or four 2 1 x 4
collectors and a third, uninstrumentad test call. air
flow rates are davelped by a primary blower with each test
call metered independently.
2.1.2 NOIae. On iO^ION, CGz.1O LION
Excessive noise attributed to the collector itself will
be sublactively assessed at several different. flow rates.
Inspection of collector framaa, atc., will b9
:wade for evidence of erosion and/or corro:lon.
2.1.3 OFZ- ATING CONDITIONS
The collector shall be capable of operation under coadi-
tions expected In nor2a.l service without breakage or signifi-
cant degradation that could impair their use. review draw-
ings.
2.1.4 FLUID FLON IN COLL IECTOd3
teach test cell air flow rata Is metered independently.
zbould equal flow in each call b= required, dsspara am
provided for balancing flow.
Pressure drops will be zaaiured utilizing a Dwyer Alcro
Tactor Hook Gaga (micromanometar) with ports at the collector
Inlet and outlet,
iavlew of Items 2.1 through 2.1.7 successfully complated.
Li. ';bst ^GElneer
Lzi Approval
3T tification Officer Approval
1
^nom:+ Approv
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2.2 ALC HANI CAL -^ML ,^3
:4echaaical stress on the iolar II Collactora have been
minlmizad by dealgn and will be tested as followas
2.2.1 VI-BRATIOY 3.Rd.i3 L-7VaZa
The collector has no moving parts. The only vibration
expected in service Is that induced by surface winds and
primarj air flow. Inspection of collector for vibration
durlioa blower motor operation.
Review of Item 2.2 through 2.2.1 auccassfully
aoapleted.
rM^AL` PA rE IS
	
/	 !^C• J^	 ^— 4
9 
1 'rSG7
V2, POOR QUALITY
	
eat zngllneer
L3:4 Approval
F
ortlfication Officer ,ipprova
Approv a
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	2.6	 HiAT 1.zLA.i iF:R FLUID ; -LI TY
CGuallty shall be daionatratad in the following
paragraphs;
2.6.2 AIR :UALI TY
The collactor design reflacts minlmal duat collection.
Dust could accumulate over a long time period resulting
In reduced efficiency. Inspection of plenum chamber.
Review of Item-3 2.6 thrOUEh 2.6.2 successfully coaplated.
E T 3t Loginear
Lx, ApprovalY^
	
Jr	 ^^'^	 ^ ` 1, ,l ^;^^: ^ dr^1 G
C 	^ ( Car,tificatt"on Officer Approve
l	
40	
1
rs^a Approval
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 PAGL M
3.1	 iV= TU RAL DZ iI GN H.► -'4 5	 M POOR n' T A T . ► 7,Y
The Ljc solar II Collectors were dasignad to be
operated at a fixed tilt angla of between 500
 and 700
from the horizontal plane. Tha following parawraphs
dalineat p the certification requiramertsi
3.1.1 APPLICABLZ iTANDARD 3
See reference documents In paragraph I, Introduction,
Certification Plan
3.1.2 JERVIZZ LOADS
-impla static testing will be carried out to simulate
loading encountered In use such as wind loads, handling
and transportation loads, installation, normal operating
and stagnation temperature loads.
The followicg loads shall be used in evaluating the
structural dasigo of the collactorsi
Dead Loads shall be calculated using the actual weight
of the collector. Calculations shall be based on generally
accepted engioaering practices.
Live Loads shall be evaluated in accordance with
AP3 601.4, to consider the weight of all moving or variable
loads on the collectors. For the collectors designed for
a tilt angle between 50 0
 and 700 , tha live load shall be
15 psf, on the horizontal projection of the collector are..
snow Loads on the collectors shall be evaluated in
accordance with
	 A58.1.
rind Load effects on the collector structure shall be
evaluated In accordance with AP3 standards forr^,^i^.anThe
analysis for collectors designed for 50 to 700 1	 lbe
shall show capability to withstand pressures acting inward
normal to the surface, equal to the design wind pressure.
Earthquake Loads analysis for the collectors shall be
based on the latest available Uniform Building Code.
Constraint Loads caused by the anvironaant shall be
Shown in the year history of the prototype collector that
has been in daily stagnation testing. 3amplss of Tedlar
are available from indoor storage, the outer tlazing and
the inner glazing. The inner Tedlar glazing had the more
severe oonstraint load, high stagnation temperatures.
64
,r•f
k Constraint Loads induced by differential foundation
settlamant affects on the collector are considered NA as
IPC 3.8.1 considers conventional elements as aaeting this
€ critareon.
	 All components are considered conventional
!
r
elements.
jIca Loads shall be analyzed in accordance with !PC
load combinational
(1)	 1.4D	 1.7L
4	 1.1D
	 1.3L	 1.7w
L The mean annual numhar of days with glaze varlas
` from 4 to 8.
The Live Load calculation for ice will be a 3/4 inch
t thickness.
Hall Loads analysis shall be developed in accordance
with IPA: which indicated 4 to § days of hall per year which
estimates the hail size at 1.5 	 NAiA Last data on Tedlar
Is requested to
	 suprort this asalyfais.
Vehicular Loads are considered NA as the collectors
will be on structures away from roads.
Aessurement of deflection on different members due
to loads applied (static) with the collector in the
horizontal positions
	
An leltlal pre-load of 10 to 20
percent of design load will be applied as a baseline and
additional incremented loads will be ap_llad until maxi -
mum load is reached.
	
Observation of connections will be
made during this testing.
Sand or water will be used to simulate uniform static
loads.	 Twisting, racking and dropping will be used to
simulate 3hipplog, handling and installation loads.
Tba yield and ultimate strength using appropriate
safety factors for the type of materials, glasa, tedlar
! and aluminum alloys together with the deflection limits
allowed by design requlrements and operation will be used
as criteria.	 Observation of any permanent set affecting
i performance of the collector will be daa;aed unacceptable.
z
t
3.1.2.1 LIVE LOADS
Dynamic loads such as incurred In handling between
final production and 9ctual installation are delineated
In the following paragraphs=
DROP TEST
+kith the collaitor on a flat horizontal surface
one and is raised 6
	
and allowed to drop to the horizontal
surface.	 Tgat Is repeated for a total of 3 dropa from a
i height of 6
No permanent deformation shall take place.
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3.1„2.2 R.iCKING TaX"
Nith the collector on a flat horizontal Surface
one end is ral.aed 6" and total collector weight is
supported by only one corner In contact with horizontal
surface.
No permanent daformatloo shall occur.
3.1.2.3 Uu-R,.TIONAL UjT
Observe absorber pa pal for deflection and/or buckl-
ing at zaxImum oparatlag conditions.
No permanent deformation shall occur.
3.1.2.4 PL&iUa CHA.42&R F _t.%.i3 iU ZATION
With the collector installed at a 60 0 angle and
Tedlar cover removal the air flow rate Is adjusted by
Increasing flow or ob^^tructiog plenum outlet until a
prasaure of up to 0.2 of water Is developed in the
collector plenum chamber. Absorber panel deflection
Is measured prior tobower start up, during steady
state operation at 0.2 or water and after pressure
release at polata indicated in Figure 2.
I	 ;	 i
^.	 ^+
i
♦ +
f	
^	
I
J
Figure 2. Deflection measurement points of absorber
and back plate.
SAO
o
Pr
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Review Items 3.1 through 3.1.2.4 successfully
completed.
/	 4^^	
.2( f a &
'I.Sw TeAt Lnglaear
_51rtificitlon Officer Approval
or
ov
'M
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3.3	 Dii,4 ►GE CGNT^WL
The structir al elements and connections of the collectors
shall withstand servlca loads without damage as dsacribed
In the following paragrapher
3.391 REJ13TALNCL TO DA:4AGX
N/A
3.3.1 GLAZING DESIGN
See the following paragraphs
I
3.3.2.1 4149a Loading on Asaeablf Without Tedlar to Place
With the collector In the horizontal	 af.tion, the
oollector is loaded using water (5.2 lbft2/Its) up to but
not excaeding the design load ( la lb/ft +dead lead) Xn
3 measured, equal Increments.
Deflections In the glass and supporting members are
measured at the points ind!.cated in Figure 3.
kho
A*
N	
I
t	 ^--^
i
♦ -
W
Figure 3. Deflection measurement points on glass
mounted In collector without Tedlar.
sa
k
V5
Upon removal of load collactor shall not exhibitP 
any permanent deformation.
^r
3.3.2.2 LoadinE on Tadlar Outer Glazing Installed in Oollactor.
Filth the collactor in the horizontal position, the
Tadlar is loaded with watar until the Tadlar comes in
contact with the glass over 50% of its area.
Notat A suitable dam around the perimeter of the collector
will ra utilized to enable a water depth of at least one
Inch to be achieved.
Deflactlons in the supportir.E members are maasured
in the horizontal plane at tha points indicated In
Figura 4. The loadint raqulr^d to cauiZ the .ladlar to
first contact the Elass 13 measured.
The collector outer glazinE shall also be tasted
for air le " aga and water infiltraion in accordance with
A-T.4 c263 and r► 3'TA E331 raypeutivaly.
Physical Load teats shall be conduetad In accordance
with A3T3 E330.
Glazing shall comply with the manufacturers diraeticna
for installin g Tedlar, and the experience of the NA s&
test program on Tedlar.
The inner glazing of Elass shall have a minimum
clearance on all 4 sides equal to the thickness of the
glass. ioalar space between the face of the glass and
fixed or applied stops shall be sufficlant to prevent
glass-to-metal contact.
Upon removal of the load, the collector structure
and the Tedlar shall not exhibit any permanent daformatlon.
3.3.2.3 Tadlar service Loads with the Tadlar counted in an H-bar
frama, the Tedlar is loaded to determine ita tear resist-
ance at the corner of the frame and pulling out of the
H-Car.
Tedlar shall not pull out of tha H-bar cr tear at
the corners.
This tact may be parformad in conjun^tlon yith that
of paragraph 3.3.2.2 or 3aparataly on a 2 by 4 collactor
and will be utilized to varify that H-'oar radius and corner
stress concentrations are acceptable.
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y
Figure 4. Daflaction msaauremant points oa collector
aup,)orting member®.
Review of 3.3 through 3.3.2.* auccessfully Completed.
L	 at LngLneer
Approv al
t	 Officer j*pprov al
..1
aA Approv
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3.7 HAIL riZSI jTAINCZ
The collectors shall be capable of raaisting iapact of
hail without unacceptable damage as described in tha follow-
ing paragraphs;
3.7.1 HAIL Z Zc, LONN IN G
Evaluation of the Tadlar glaainc to withstand the hall
ixpace will be based on the results of the UiA Tedl&r teat
program.
Review of 3.7 through 3.7.1 succeasfully coapletad.
at ZnAineer
L Approv alp
/	 27 a / F/_7
 G
Ca tific ^lon Officer approvali
Approval
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399 PONDING CONDITIund
The only surface of the collaciore in a horliootal
plane capable of ponding Is the 1/8 groove in the alual-
num,,H-bar. However, this 6roova contains Tedlar and a
1/8 plastic spline. Hence, inspections will Show thare
is little room for pondiog. Thera la expected to be
m1ninal collection of water on the taut Tedlar at angles
between 500 and 700 . Observation of test article under raja
conditions will reveal such to be the cams.
3.9.1 Dn6 aT Gil FROVI dI ON 3
Tha oply surface of the collector in a horisontal pplans
Is the 1/6 channel in the aluminum H-bar. This Ahannel
contains 9111cone Glue and heal, Tedlar had a 1/8 plastid
spline. In addition, on the bottom edge of each sollaotor
a drip flange Is provided to overlap this groove In the
next Iollne collector or the collector-roof Interface.
6pray collector in place with garden hose and inspect
for ponding.
3.9.3	 Deformation resulting from stagnatlon temperature&
ul th the blower not operating. A steady state stagnation
temperature will be achlavcd. (Observed mazlm^m temperature
achieved with in goiatlon at rate of 300 BTU /ft for at least
30 z1autes) as deteriload by thermocouples as in paragraph
2.2. (Constant temperature 50 over 45 minute time period).
Determine the "cunt of deflection and buckling in the
absorber panel. Immediately upon completion of the stagna-
tion test, nominal airflow Is to be established (120 CFA).
The deflection and buckling of the absorber paosl is again
determined until normal steady State air flow conditions are
established.
No permanent set In the absorber panal shall occur. The
absorber paint surface shall Incur no degradation.
3+964	 Thermal Shock with the collector mounted in operating
position and Shaded from the avn, deflection buckling Is
observed when the collector is suddenly exposed to the sun
(insolatloc at rate of 300 BTJ/ft2).
No permanent set in absorber panel shall occur. Paint
surface shall not show degradation.
Review of Itzma 3.9 through 3.9.4 Successfully completed.
G
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f5.0	 F.AZA %D AAAL.Y aI a
The following paragraph delinaatea tha required
hazard analysis.	 Pararrapha are kayad, in parenthesis,
to	 Lha Verification clan,
5.1	 F1 iZ --.iFETX
The design and installation of ti:a oollector•
shall provide a minimum level of fira hazard.
ieview of materials list and manufacturars
data.
5.1.1(4.3.1)	 A.FPLICASLE FI AL ;TMkNDARDi
Local building codas will be utilized as well
as Factory Autual, National Fira Protection ..s3ociotlon
ans Underwriters Laboratories standard will be utilized.
Raviaw drawings,
	
spacificationa, natarials list
and Installation, Operation and Aaiataoance Aanual.
5 . 4(4.6)
	 PiiOTi;CTION OF POT ABLE oYKT.;.i s*,;D CIiCUI—ATI" OF AIR.
The collector dasign and development carafully
checked that no material, form of con ^truction,
appurtanance of item of aquipmant anall be axployad
that will support the growth or micro_crganiaxs or
introduce substances impurities, bacteria or chemicals
Into the circulation air system, in quantities
sufficient to cause diseasa or harmful physiological
affects. Furthermore, the following applicable items
will continue to be monitored.
lama as paragraph 5.1 evaluation.
5.4.1(4.6.1) C0NDL4I.<ATION BY .AiTc:.UmLi
see paragraph 5.4.
5.4.4(4.6.4) GROWTH OF FUNGI
No significant fungi growth will be exhibited.
Inspection of test collectors, after exposure
to atmosphere likely to produce fungi growth, and
review of materials list for el3mants that will
Induce or support fungi growth will establish that
fungus growth will be insignificant.
5.5(4.7)	 e-XCZja'LVi; .LJRF,-Cc TrA?L:"'1U&iL-j
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Temperatures of exterior surfacer* of the
collectors shall not create , &
 hazard and shall be
checked as follows;
5.5.1(4.7.1) PiOTiCTION FICA RIATZD COA?ONZ ►VTd
Only the lower horizontal edge of the collector
will be accessible to public traffic. It is not
normally expected to reach temperatures of 140 OF or
more. However, an electric power failure may cause
the temperature to roach between 140OF and 1600F.
The temperature of this component will be monitored
during stagnation tests, if the temperatures reach
these limits. Insulation will to provided where the
collectors will be installed near public traffic.
Review of Items 5.0 through 5.5 successfully
complated.
^. 'ESL 7
sot
Car- tifi otion Officer Approval
N7 Approval
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6.1(5)
	
r:FFZCT-a OF LCTLu1" rLNVIr%ulVvic. ►NT
The collectors shall cat be affactad by external
environ^Qant factors to an extant that will sirnifl-
cantly Impair their function during their life
described In the following paragraphs;
6.1.	 30L;.R DLG3ADATIuN
Collector components and materials have been
exposed to UV for 1 year under Coloraao weather
conditions. The Tadlar outar glazing of our exparl-
mental X 4x10 model has undergone extreme stagnation
heat testing with temperatures of 160 OF every sunny
day without degradation.
6.1.3
	
;.IRt30niJL POLLUT:uYT3
No data is currently avalable as the teat
facility environment is relatively pollutant free.
If airborne pollution contamination Is found, analysis
of samples will determine the corrective action to
be talon.
6.1.4(5.1. 11) DIRT -%LT-&NTI0N ON COV&r FLnTL AJHFmCr.
Dirt retention shall be monitored by photograph-
ing a small target behind the outar glazing and raeord-
ing weatha.r conditions. During long paric,cis without
precipitation, dirt may be washed off by hosing alter
photographle data has bean taaen.
6.1.5 r113RA iI V E WEAR
Engineering analysis and data on the Tedlar
glazing that has bean in environment testing for the
pant yeas and surface hardneea specifications will
be raviawed.
6.1.6	 FLU TTr n BY e'IND
Outer glam ng flutter by wind will be minimized
by proper tensioning the film during fabrication.
41nd flutter will be checked by inspection during
wind conditions.	 +rind and temperature data will be
taken by our Instrumentation.
r?avlew of Items 6.1 through 6.1.6 successfully
completed.
L at anElnaar
L ter: A ppr ov alb
C-lf) C!^f atioq_Officar ti proves
^ 	 f L [ 4►^KG ^ :.nnrnvgl
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6.2 (5.2)	 =E UZ AMR% AND PR --.)X Ri Rd3I STANC E
Collector components have been designed to
perform their intended function of their design
life when exposed to maximum temperatures that
could be developad in the system as followst
6.2.1( 5.2.1) THnn dAL DF6MUDATI ON
Data will be supplied oo Tedlar and absorber
paint degradation. %ffecte of thermal degradation
will be monitored after Stagnation tests and
recorded In the test report.
6.2.3(5.2.3) THxM.V.L CYCLING 3TRa.-jdZd
Thermal cycling in considered an important
test as it may stream the inner glazing, if the
blower starts while the collector is at sub-zero
temperatures.
6.2.5(5.2.6) TRANA11=0V I,0J-S3 DUE TO OUTGAdZNG
Outgassing is expected to be minimized by
oven heating of the absorber coating after paint-
ing. Subsequent outgasaing during operation would
be noticed during inspections as a fine coating
on the interior surface of the inner glazing.
Review of Items 6.2 through 6.2.5 success-
fully ccmpletedl.
ear
x1floation Officer Approve,
1T'' ApprovalT'
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6.3(5 -3) CH ,.4IC nL COAFi.TIcILITY OF CG.4FONL ►VTi
In the design of tha collector careful
consideration was given to the selection of
materials to prevent corrosion and deterioration.
6.3.2(5.3.2) CGntt0.^ION OF DI SZAILAR )ie,TAL3
Inspection of the drawings and prototype
collectors will show all metals are either of
aluminum or in the same electro_conductive
category.	 Two prototype collectors have bean
In environment test for one year and have shown
no corrosion or deterioration problems.
6.3.4(5.3.4) ZF'FX T 3 OF DZC0APO Z TIGN P.=sODUC T-3
This will be monitored by inspections, 	 Two
prototypes have not shown any decomposition.
Absorber paint may decompose after 10 years, but
Is retained within an enclosure and cannot affect
matarlals.
Itams 6.3 *.jrougb 6.3.4 successfully completed.
4^e &^
aG Te tLogin ar
00f 	 y4_-	 -',	 ,/	 f^
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r	 ^
7 . 0	 .6UI N Ti6NitNC a
Acceeeibillty for maintenance will be deson-
strated by review of drawing*, and specifications
and protype coliactors and is detailed below.
ACCLid FOR JX TLA :ULINTZU"Cir
Access may be required to remove and replace
the inner glazing, or repaint the absorber coating
	 L
after too yo&Ts. Inspection of drawings will *how
that the outer glazing may be removed for access
to the inner glazing or absorber coating without
	 t.
removing adjacent units.
7.2 (6.1. 2) 	 AC Cs33 OF dYjTZK AONITCAING
Access for system monitoring has been Included
to the teat facility design and construction. Thomas
flow meters and supporting lostrum&uta t,loo are used
to measure flow rates. Temperatures will be monitored
on the absorber plate back along with input and out-
put temperatures. Backup thermocouples probes will
ba used at special points to check regular instru-
mentation.
Review of Items 7.0 through 7.2 completed.
^iccc_ JC- ^, '^Sz 7
LAE e t allogi000r
L	 Kpprov^rl.;,
^ C./,pit .
Ce tificatioo Officer Approv al
Approv
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t7.3 (6.2)	 Installation, Operations do Maintenance Manual
This manual w'_11 be prepared in accordance with similar
manuals. slraiiings, diagrams and photographs will sup-
port written instructions prepared at the appropriate
readin3 level.
7.3.1(6.2.1) Ins^allation Instr'.1ct1:;ns
Installation shall include physical, functional and
procedural Instructions. Particular attention will
be given to safety functions, expecially the output
temperatures from the collector Into the house will
not be more than 140 0F. uir3ctions will be supplied
for test instruments.
7.3.2(6,2.2) Maintenance and Operation Instruction
Maintenance instructions will describe the relation-
ship of the major components to the collector oper-
ation. Collector *.maintenance is expected to consist
of repairing the inner and outer glazings due to will-
ful damage or accidents. Routine maintenance will
Include occasional gashing with a hose and Inspection
of the outer glazing and caulking for signs of leak-
age.
7.3.3(6.2.3) Maintenance Plan
The maintenance plan will provide a schedule and pro-
cedure for the outer glazing washing and inspections.
Review of items 7.3(6.2) through 7.3.3(6.2.3) is con-
tained In paragraph B.
7.3.4(6.2.4) Replacement Parts
List of parts, components, special tools and test
equipment for service, repair or replacement will be
provided along with sources of suppliers.
7.4(6.3)	 Repair & Service Personnel
A review of the Installation, Operation and "ainten-
ance Manual will demonstrate that the Instruction, dia-
grams and procedures and -ne collector design can be
easily used by qualified service personnel.
Review of items 7.3.4 through 7.4 completed
'
^	 /c , ,^Y ucc.-^` ^o SSG 7g
L SE fe t inglneer
LSO;Aperoval
C423Cer if atior. Officer Approval
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V
8.	 Architectural Engineer Certification
8.1 Review of Installation i)rawings
The Installation :lrawings SC4X8106 are compatible with Architect-
ural Engineering standards for the installation of collectors on
a roof .
8.2 Review of Installation, Operations A Maintenance !Manual
The IOM Manual was reviewed in accordance with the following
paragraphs of this documenti
6.2 Similarity of the IOM Manual to other IOM Manuals in use.
6.2.2 That the installation instructions are sufficient for
Installation and contain adequate safety precautions.
6.2.3 The maintenance plan is adequate.
Review of Items 6.1 through 8.2 successfully com eted
Bennett J. Severson, P.B.
,
+`''}11NYFS sf`F)WMIZ SystemslIncorporated
^^^^^^srakEQ^r..^	 •--:^Ioraao P.E. No. 10949
1053-3	 +^=
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1.3
1. 3a
t
t
^	 1
1. 3. 1
2.1
2.1.1
2. 1. 2
2.1.3
2. 1.4
t
I
CERTIFICATION TEST STATEMENT
t
COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE
TEST DATA
See Data Sheets, Pages 83, 84, 85, 86
COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY
See Data Sheets, Pages 83, 84, 85, 86
SYSTEM DESIGN CONDITIONS
EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES
Refer to Test Facility
NOISE OR EROSION, CORROSION
None observed
OPERATING CONDITIONS
Refer to drawings
FLUID FLOW IN COLLECTORS
Refer to Test Facility
2. 1. 7 PRESSURE DROP
Pressure drop determined to be . 1 at 120 CFM flow
rate, See Page 89
2.2	 MECHANICAL STRESS
Review drawings
Z. 2. 1 VIBRATION STRESS LEVELS
Review drawings. No vibrations observed.
81
z, 6	 HEAT TRANSFER AIR QUALITY
2.6.2 AIR QUALITY
Inspection showed no obse:cvable dust accumulation
3.1	 STRUCTURAL, DESIGN BASIS
Collector tested at 60 0 tilt.
3.1.1 APPLICABLE STANDARDS f
i
F.
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Performance Teit #LSE 4x9 2ua1
Aohient Air to Inlet
Ti.'ie Flow Insolat' on A mbiPnt R4 Inl t
Aire
Outlet XCMl TIC 'lr#3 ?r,04 Efficiency b
CFU 3Tu,4/^t of:sir % Air of F OF OFF 7ot3l Area
1145 120 220 72 40 BO 1,7 183 209 160 177 69
1200 124 290 73 a4 82 142 187 214 163 181 72
1230 127 306 74 40 83 145 190 223 167 190 72
1315 115 316 76 37 85 153 201 227 175 197 60
1333 116 318 76 35 84 153 200 227 174 198 70
t; 1341 llb 317 75 34 83 152 199 226 172 197 71
} 1400 114 317 77 36 83 152 200 225 172 198 69
1415 116 +'1 77 40 84 152 199 225 171 19P 71
C 143-) 112 305 76 36 83 151 196 221 168 195 70
y
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Perforname Test Serial 0 LSE. 4xg Qu4
Recirculated Input Air
Time Flow Insolapon Ambifnt RM Inlet 0utlgt Thermo Therno Thermo Tseraw Efficiency
Cr' BTU/ft Air jF 4 Air of Air
	
F eouple0l couple r2 couple#3 couple M4 Gr^ss Aees
12:20 125 328 82 40 94 158 199 22, 172 197 69
12:25 117 314 82 95 158 200 226 173 198 65
12:30 121 330 eT 95 159 201 229 174 199 66
12:40 118 323 81 96 160 201 227 174 200 65
12:50 116 321 81 36 97 160 201 227 1?4 200 6:,
13:00 116 317 81 98 160 201 226 1?4 200 64
13:10 124 322 81 98 159 19C* 223 170 1" 68
13-.45 116 232 81 97 1115 175 194 154 175 66
ac
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November 3, 1977
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FPfrforsance Test ILE 4j&. ' ual
High TeaFrrature Input
Tine Flow Insolat,i^n Anbief!t RH Inlet outlet. 1%ermo Theron `themo Theme Efficiency
CFk S'!1'/ft` A1roF AiroF Air'F couPleor1 couplP#2 ccupleN3 couple#4 ^,ross Area i
1245 127 14E 68 43 127 182 22C 250 200 220 52
1255 117 325 69 129 IA2 224 250 201 223 54
1305 119 313 72 129 182 222 243 19P 219 55
1325 111 159 71 128 160 176 167 16C 170 62
1335 120 222 72 37 118 162 11RF 201 172 187 53
11355 122 289 72 129 1?0 209 226 189 203 43
1»05 11L 272 73 29 130 174 215 231 190 209 49
1415 118 278 73 130 175 211 727 185 208 52
1425 114 262 74 27 132 1175 21.0 225 185 207 53
1435 107 249 73 132 1-74 207 223 181 20L 51
Ileewaber 4, 197
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STAGNATION 'FST SERI+L # U E 401 QUAL
Time Ineolst^on Ambient TC #1 TC k2 TC #3 aC # 4
9TUH/ft OF OF OF °F F
1L20 28F R7 2^11 292 259 266
Ud c 281 "PI 2P2 301 266 277
1440 233 88 28th 309 269 2e6
1450 186 88 27C 283 296 26F
15 CI' 78 88 2 3; 244 195 236
151u 59 RR 218 226 178 220
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Pressure Drop Aeroos 4z© Soler 11 Collector
Time Pm;3uro Flow rtatn
inch.-!a oC wat-r CFU
1038 .146 146
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1044 .122 11*5
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1054 .099 12(?
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3.1.2	 SERVICE LOADS
Collector loaded to an average of 16 lbe/ft2 dad load. 714a insets
all loading standards. No permmnant deformation was Seep. Jar data
.heat ,page 41,
3.1.2.1 LM WADS
Collector was bspW three time from 60 w greater. No penwaRt
deformation or damage was observed.
3.1.2.2 RACKING TES?
Collector was raised several feet by one corner and ehaken. No
permanent deformation was observed.
3.1.2.3 OPER ?- Q)NAL TEST
No buckling has ever been observed with Solar II Colleetoro.
3.1.2.4 PLF.IIlN1 CHAIMR PRESSURIZATION
See data sheets. No deformation was observed even at ki#%w pree-
sures. Data sheets, pages 92, 93, 94.
3.3	 DA &GE CONTROL
No damage observed under service.
3.3.2.1 MASS LOADING ON ASSEMBLY W174--C71! ?MLAR rp PurP
See Data shoots. No permmnent defomation observed.
3.3.2.2 LOADING OIL TEDLAR OUTER GLAZING INSTALLED IV COLLECTOR.
?edlar was lust::d with approximately one inch of water; in in.
-cresents of fran one gallon to 18 gallon* of water. See data Shee s.
?ad_lar was In arntact with 52% of glass surface. Upon reaiaval of the
water the Tedlar at first shoved signs of saaRing. After a period of
about 1/2 hour the Tedlar had regained its original tautness.
The Tetlar was checked for air leakage while on the collector. A
port was made in the side of the collector to pressurize the air pp
between the glans and Tedlar glazinge. The ?*Car balldanmdupward with
5COLLECTOR DEFLECTION UNDER H2O LOAD
Water Depth	 Position Indi G
(inches)
1	 2
1	 0	 .109
2	 0	 .109
3	 0	 .235
Lted an Diagram Below
3	 4	 s
	
.016	 .12	 .0156
	
.016	 .1876	 .0156
	
.063
	
.265	 .03
1. Collector edge
2. Center of glass /	 7t
3. 5uppeot bar	 ' n , P	 y
w. Center of glass	 (^p^
5. Collector edpe
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l.Ilt PL-. i4 U Pus.iURE TDIT
Position or Pres.iure	 Deflection
1leasurdmenL inches of water	 inehem
1. .052	 .2
.122	 .^
.224	 .007
.2s6	 .01A
.318	 .722
• .384	 .03S
0	 .01
2. .054	 •002
.104	 1 DOS
.14	 .3( )9
.206
.270	 _01g
.30	 .025
.40	 ..142
•	 0	 0
3. .052	
.003
.122	 '0m
1224	 .am
.286	 .013
.318	 .ms
.384	 .o36
0	 0
92 ^TCiA
Air Plenum Pressure ?aeft
Position of Pressure Deflection
Yensurenent inches of watar
4. .10 .010
.20 .715
.26 .o16
.304 .018
.302 .022
.376 .030
0 .02
5. .008 .01n
.178 .o26
.204 .031
.30 .046
.338 .054
.3 q.3 .o62
0 0
6. .006 1305
• i .022
.176 .036
.274 .039
.300 .058
.336 .064
.19a .775
0 0
1
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air pressure.	 Preesure readings were taken with the Dwyer Micro Teetor,
tine readings were takers and deflections were measured as the Tedlar
collapsed.	 It took over 20 ainutes for the equilibrium position of
d the Tedlar to be reached.	 No permanent deformation was observed; see page S1.
" 3.3.2.3 TEDLAR SERVICE LOADS
The Tedlar was reloaded with 18 gallons of water.	 Inward deflec-
e'
'3 tiors of the Tedlar frame were observed.	 See data,	 pages 97,	 98.i3
t 3.7 HAIL RM STANCE
NASA Testing
3.9 PONDING CONDITIONS
No ponding observed in rainy weather,
3.9.1 DESIGN PROVISIONS
No pondiag observed
3.9.3 nEFORYATION
No deformation -)bterved
3.9.4 THEWL SHOCK
Collector wan shaded with tarp until noon.
	
Tarp was	 remwed And
no buckling was seen to occur.
5.0 HAZARD ANALYSIS
5.1 FIRE SAFETT
Refer to manufacturinOnstallation drawings.
5.1.1 AP?LICABL?. FIRE STANDARDS
(4.3.1)
Review drawings, etc.
5.4(4.6) PROTECTION OF POTABLE WAT .R AND CIRCULATION OF AIR
Review drawings
5.4.1
(4.6.1) CONTAILI NA T.ION BY YA ERIALS
No contamination observed.
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'LOUR AIR L AK TEST
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I
iiapsed ?1m
ainutss
.1
.5
.83
1.83
2.50
3.00
3483
5.33
6.50
8.00
11.54
12.83
14.75
16.91
22.00
Pressure
inches of H2O
.070
.064
.056
.030
.044
.040
.036
.030
.026
.020
.ol6
.014
.012
.010
0
Deflection
inches
.275
.825
.725
.665
.610
.604
.593
.500
.469
.345
.250
.235
.145
.125
0
00 7f
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Gallon H2O Weight (lbs) Area of Tedlar +	 'K Total Collector
Touching Mass (ft2 )	 Area
1 1 3.22
7 58.1 9.47 30.5
8 66.4 11.67 37.6
10 803 12.57 40.5
12 99.6 12.94 41.8
14 116.2 13.40 43.2
16 132.8 15.35 49.5
18 149.4 16.28 52.5
+	 Measuring error lose than 10%
•+► 	 Water applied to one pane of glass only
nn
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Lard Deflection Of p-itr When T@41" Is Loaded With Water
Wst*r Depth
	 Deflections (inch*@)
inches
Position
1	 2	 4	 3	 i
1	 0	 0	 .01	 .01
	
.02	 .02
2	 s	 0	 .02	 .02	 .04	 .04
3	 0	 0	 .03	 .03
	
.0625 .0625
if
. s
1
q
lidure 4. Deflection Y*asureetent points on ?edlar
Support frame.
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5.4.4	 GRO'AR'H OF Y'. NGI
(1..6.4)
Fund growth not exhibited -after Iona exp»ure s to the weather.
5.5(4.7) EXCESSIVE SURFACE TL]1P`_RA7:R S
Collector surface temperatures were found to be 195 0 F during stag-
nation. Therefore, surfaces will be insulated if collector is instal-
led near public tra-ffic. Refer to Verification Statue Sumary to the
-Verification Plan-Paragraph 4.7.1.
5.5.1	 PROTECTION FROM HEATED COHPON .YTS
See above paragraph
6.1(5)	 EF ECTS OF EX"mYNAL ENVIROWENT
6.1
	
SOLAR DEG A DA.ICN
Tedlar and Nextel paint have been exposed to sun for 1.3 ?ears
rith no observable degradation.
6.1.3
	
AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS
None observable
6.1.4
	
DIRT RETENTION ON COVER PLATE SURFACE
Dirt retention is observable but is found to be easily removed
by hosing.
6.1.5
	
A.9RA31VE WEAR
No observable wear is found after 1." } years of service.
6.1.6	 FLUTTER 9X 7rM
Photogra phs of wind flutter have been wade. Dial Rage aeasure-
cents were made to deterulne Tedlar movement by wind. Gusts of 20
m.p.h. resulted in 1/8" deflection. a,plitude=.
6.2(5.2) TEJWPE'RATU.0 AND ?RaSSURE RMISTA?10E
6.2.1	 7m_RMAL DEGRADATIO"
(5.2.1)
See paragraph 6.1, above.
oFuGRM r,= is
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6.2.3	 TREMAL T! INO S=SF9
(5.2. 3)
Thermal cycling his been taken into consideration in the design of
the collector. ( See drawings) No stresses have been observed; homsevero
sub-zero temperatures have not 
. occured since testing began.
6.2.5
	
TRAN%aSSIOR LDSSES DUE TO OUTGASSING
(3.2.6)
A wall hole was placed in the side of this collector below the level
of the glass. A light source was placed in the hole and the lights in the
roar were turned off. A photo electric call was placed over the light source
on the top side of the glass. The electrical response of the call sea meted
with a voltmeter. The light source was rmoved and the bottom of the glass
near the hole was cleaned with cotton swabs. No residua was observed on the
swabs. The light teat was then repeated to see if more light would be trana•-
aitted through the glass after cloanins. The electrical response from the
photo electric call was found to be identical with the first toot. We transw«
mission losses were noted.
6.3(5.3) CHWCAL COi ?kMILITT Or ccupONE=
All metals are aluminum to prevent Galvanic action. The collectsr was
welded *here required by TIG process rather than soldered,to prevent ehem-
teal action by soldeeW fluxes. Other materials used were chosen ...r
their weatherability.
6.3.2	 CORROSION Of DISSIHILAR METALS
Rsviww drawings and paragraph 6.3.
6.3.4 EFFECTS OF MCONMITION PRODUCTS
(5.3.4)
No decomposition has been observed on crag material to date.
7.0	 HAM M&=
Review of ION Uwal and drawings
7.1	 ACCESS FOR STSTEM MAINTINAWE
(6.1}	
Rariew of ION Mszual and installation drawings.
7.2	 ACCESS OF SYS7EM MONITORING
(6.1.2)
inspect test facility
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